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21:00:07      Die Mauer  <English version of propaganda documentary report        (S) The Wall
-21:46:21     on the aftermath of the building of the Berlin Wall on the 13th                   [sound-with English
                    of August, 1961>  <made by Matthias Walden>  <production:                  narration slightly
                    Sender Freies Berlin>                                                                               out of synch]
                                                                                                                                    <pix and separate
                    - stills of Brandenburg Gate, guard on gate smoking cigarette,                  track>
                    views of people on line waiting to leave East Berlin including
                    man buckling up suitcase and children, views of East German
                    soldiers and military vehicles blocking gate, soldier behind machine
                    gun looking through binoculars, people on road, views of forceful
                    stream of water coming out of tank, views of children playing with
                    balls and playing hopscotch on street, brick wall across street with
                    sign: “Fin Du Secteur Francais”, two people on sidewalk with dog
                    looking in window, wall across street, people walking, PAN along
                    wall, Walter Ulbricht speaking behind microphone, views of workers
                    building wall by mixing cement and placing bricks on top of one another,
                    soldiers patrolling by wall, PAN across unfinished wall, soldiers
                    guarding construction of wall, woman looking over wall, man taking
                    shovel out of pile of barbed wire, people looking out their windows at
                    construction of wall with one man looking through binoculars, CS
                    soldier with machine gun, CSs soldiers and pigeons walking around,
                    soldier’s helmet on ground, soldiers patrolling on rainy day, views of
                    soldiers behind wall with one looking through binoculars, pedestrians
                    along sidewalk with stores, signs on stores: “ASCO RCA USA
                    Schallplatten TAP London”, “Kaufe Marder Fur Export - Vogelfutter”,
                    “Trocken-Rasierer”, “...Geschlossen...”, leather coats on display on
                    sidewalk in front of store, signs: “Zu Vermieten”, “Ysker Versand In
                    Etie OstZone”, “Hier Der Billoga Stand...”, empty street with stores,
                    goods in store window, CU hand with lighted cigarette, shopkeeper
                    speaking in liquor? store, CS packs of cigarettes, woman standing on
                    sidewalk outside flower shop, CSs German newspapers and Time
                    magazine on rack, woman on sidewalk looking at books in window,
                    CSs paperback books: “Exodus By Leon Uris”, “The Thorn Of
                    Arimathea By Frank G. Slaughter”, “The Poems of William Blake”,
                    “Die Archetypische Welt Henry Moores”, movie theater marquees:
                    “Komodeid”, “Zoo Palast..”, “Schiller Theater”, “Atelier Am Zoo”,
                    fountain, poster in store window: “William Holden - Die Welt Der
                    Suzie Wong”, movie marquee: “Theatre Kurfursteneamm - Hildegard
                    Knef”, “Sabrina”, “MGM’, views of goods in store windows, views
                    of soldiers building wire fence, woman crying, views of soldiers
                    patrolling on bridge and in patrol boats, sign: “Antang Zonengrenze”,
                    still of men from East Berlin Fire Brigade pulling man out off water,
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                    PAN down from building to people by vehicle, PAN down from sign:
                    “Zum Hewrkule” to debris on street, people walking in street, LA house
                    where women had been killed after jumping out of window, views of
                    ropes hanging from buildings used by people to escape, CS signs on
                    stores, street scene, woman going into building, dogs on street, woman
                    giving book to another woman through window, guards and other
                    people around wall, views of people waving to people on other side
                    of wall, soldiers loading chairs onto truck on other side of barbed wire,
                    woman speaking in German into microphones at election meeting,
                    views of Walter Ulbricht speaking with soldiers, views of East German
                    soldiers patrolling among graves in cemetery, one good looking young
                    soldier jumping over gate to escape to the West, same soldier smoking
                    cigarette and being interviewed in studio about why he has defected,
                    views of same soldier in business suit at cafe with cars passing by
                    behind him continuing the interview, street sign: “Uhlandstrafze /
                    Kurfurstendamm”, CSs East German soldiers including one looking
                    through binoculars, people waiting for passes to cross over to East
                    Berlin, street scene, woman on street with flowers for dead relatives
                    crying after not being allowed to visit grave on other side of wall,
                    children playing on jungle gym with church in b/g, PAN down from
                    church to wall with announcements under glass of church services
                    that people on wrong side of wall can not get to, one piece of glass
                    broken, CU text, broken glass cemented to top of wall to prevent
                    people from climbing over, stills of wedding couple standing as
                    close as possible to mother on other side of wall, views of young
                    men in courtroom before judge, views of mother and daughter
                    shaking hands, waving and crying across wall as guards look on,
                    views during holiday season at other Western European borders of
                    cars being let through roadblock and boys carrying skis, East Berlin
                    guards with brooms, views of pretty East Berlin women giving flowers
                    to soldiers standing in front of tanks, East Berlin man giving cigarettes
                    to soldiers, views of Mayor Willy Brandt speaking in German at mass
                    rally in front of Schoenberg? City Hall, views of people wearing signs
                    while picketing for closing of elevated railroad, signs: “Schluf Mit Der
                    Ost-Kontrolle Unsere S-Bahn!”, “Keinen Pfennig Mehr Fur Ulbricht!”,
                    “Jeder Westherliner S-Bahnfahrer Bezahlt Den Stacheldraht!”, “Du
                    Bezahlst Noch Ulbrichts Militaristen?”, spokesman for West Berlin
                    trade union holding and speaking into microphone, views of building
                    housing Socialist Unity Party in West Berlin, views of people being
                    interviewed on street, men working at printing plant with spokesman
                    holding and speaking into microphone, Vice President Lyndon B.
                    Johnson and other people walking on airport tarmac with airplanes
                    in b/g, tanks on tarmac firing guns, soldiers standing in formation on
                    tarmac with one soldier holding U.S. flag, Johnson speaking into
                    microphones: “Mayor Brandt, Friends, I Am Deeply Moved By The
                    Warmth Of Your Welcome. This Gallant City Has Become An
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                    Inspiration To The Entire World.”, man translating into German
                    and views of Johnson standing next to Willy Brandt, views of
                    limousine driving through crowd with sign: “Visit East Berlin”,
                    LS large crowd waving , Brandt standing behind microphones
                    with Johnson behind him, crowd waving, U.S. troops in vehicles,
                    French, British and U.S. flags flying on poles, sign: “Bis West-Berlin
                    Erneuf 3 KM Durch Sowjetische Zone”, CSs U.S. soldiers including
                    African-American, views of crowd waving to U.S. troops parading
                    in vehicles along streets, East German television commentator
                    speaking, guards and people around wall, sign: “Warning End Of
                    British Sector Do Not Pass This Point”, Allied troops and tanks,
                    street sign: “Zimmerstr / Friedrichstrafze”, AERIALS of tanks
                    along road and views of wall at various parts of city, children on
                    street, CS wire fence, children playing by fence, CU child’s hand
                    on wire fence, children looking through fence at soldiers on patrol,
                    CS soldier holding machine gun and cigarette  (1961)
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